[Clinical study of traditional Chinese medicine susceptible factors for senile lipid metabolic disturbance].
The syndromes among 674 cadres over 45 years in age with case-control study were investigated, and the TCM susceptible factors (TCM-SF) of senile lipid metabolic disturbance (SLMD) were analysed statistically, which indicated that Kidney-Deficiency, Phlegm-Turbid and Blood-Stasis were the main TCM-SF for SLMD. Compared with the results of presenility, it indicated that the Deficiency in origin was the intrinsic factors in development of LMD in presenile and senile period. Among which, Kidney-Deficiency possibly was the main factor. It is inferred the Deficiency in origin might cause the LMD in presenile and senile stage, and develop gradually as Syndrome of Deficiency in origin and Excess in superficiality, the latter aggravate the former as well. Both of these two Syndromes in origin affected the process of lipid metabolism. The results provided the prevention and treatment of SLMD, for further exploring the pathogenic factor and pathogenesis of the disease.